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The presidency of Marcos in the Philippines lasted for a period of twenty-one
years. Starting in 1965 and ending in 1986, the complicated bilateral relations
between China and the Philippines underwent mainly three phases, namely
confrontation, compromise and finally mutual diplomatic recognition.
The first period of Marcos' administration, which lasted from 1965 to 1971, was
marked by its stridently anti-Communist and anti-China stance. RP refused to offer
China diplomatic recognition, denied the legitimacy of China's newly gained
membership in the UN and instead promoted ties with Chiang Kai-shek's regime in
Taiwan. Moreover, The Republic of Philippine also contributed troops to the
American war effort in Vietnam, thereby directly putting its soldiers in conflict with
China. Although President Marcos did not establish formal diplomatic relations with
the PRC, bilateral ties were not completely severed. Commercial exchanges between
the Chinese and the Filipinos were maintained despite mutual non-recognition.
The second period lasted from 1972 to 1975. Changes in the international scene
and domestic political situation in the Philippines caused President Macros to adopt a
more pragmatic diplomatic policy. After initial contact, negotiations were conducted
between the PRC government and the Marcos administration, eventually resulting in
the establishment of formal diplomatic relations. Thereafter, the Marcos
administration gradually began to severe its political ties with Taiwan.
The third period from 1976 to 1985 saw rapid development of bilateral relations
between China and the Philippines. Mutual engagements took place not only at the
highest governmental level, between officials of the two countries, but also involved
organizations that promoted bilateral exchanges between the common people as
well.Thus the Sino-Philippines relationship has been propelled the new summit by the
both governments.













independence, security and interests. Since the world war П, the divergence of
ideology and the difference of social system were primary causing the confrontation
between Philippines and China.To the world political situation significantly changing
after 1960s,Philippine government refined the concept of the national security and
interests.Its weakened the ideology making force on foreign policy and toke away
from the American's international strategy to struggle for the diplomatic
independence.these factors facilitated the Macros government to adjustment the
foreign policy to development the friendly relations with China. So the diplomacy
relation between them were been establishing on July 9 1975.In a word, the procedure
of setting up the diplomacy relationship of Sino-Philippine was reflection in the
Philippine diplomatic policy's transformation from dependence into independence.
The dissertation shows Sino-Philippines relations in three dimensions, namely
political ties, economic relationships and the mutual folk communication.Political
linkage between the two countries were carried out not only between the respective
governments of the two countries, but also involve the relations of CCP and the CPP
as well. The evolution of Sino-Philippine political relations was the transmission of
the non-formal diplomacy into the formal diplomacy during the Macros ruling
period.Part-to-party relation was experience of the mutual support, exported the
Maoism and revolutionary model by CCP to CPP,finally promised non-interference
party interior affairs by CPP.The bilateral economic relations was undergoing the
change of the Philippines government blockage into indirect trade, into direct
trade,even into the development of bilateral trade.the fold relationship of Philippine
and China was involving of Philippine people unidirectional touring to China and
developed bidirectional visit frequently each other.The factors of implication of
development of Sino-Philippine relations was diversity,such as the historical
factors,the diplomatic policy, Filipino Chinese factor,ideology factor and international
situation factor.these factors interweaving each other have affected on the
development and tendency of diplomatic tie between two countries.
According to the geopolitics and realism diplomatic theory discussing Marcos













history of Sino-Philippine relationship.The paper not only explores the reasons of
establishment of legal diplomatic relations between the Philippines and China,but also
further probes the content and traits of the Sino-Philippine relations, including the
government-to-government relations,the party-to-party relations and people-to-people
relations.At the same time,the research examines the establishment of formal
relationship between Philippine and China have an important implication for
Philippines' national interest and security,for Filipino Chinese community and for the
relations of China-ASEAN, analysis the new issue of the bilateral relations have been
emerging.
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